Silk

REPLICATING
NATURE.
The new Silk hearing aids from Signia.
The smallest and most natural-sounding
ready-to-wear hearing aid.

signia-hearing.com/silknx

Natural hearing
at its best.

The new
Silk.

Crystal clear sound
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Activated by miniPocket or the touchControl App,
Silk’s TwinPhone feature transmits the caller’s voice
into both your ears so you can understand every
word better.

Practically invisible
for a natural look.
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with a natural flow.
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Please note:
Features may vary depending on the configuration of the individual
hearing aid. Your hearing care professional will be happy to assist you.

Full control
in your hands.

touchControl App

Crystal clear sound
with a natural flow.

miniPocket
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And if you don’t have a smartphone, the miniPocket™
also provides highly convenient remote control.

Silk tackles these challenges expertly, replicating
the natural way we localize sound. It focuses
on what’s important, such as your conversation
partner, while filtering unwanted background
noise. You hear most clearly what you want to hear.
All day long. In every situation.
Please note:
Features may vary depending on the configuration of the individual
hearing aid. Your hearing care professional will be happy to assist you.
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Phone calls
Activated by miniPocket or the touchControl App,
Silk’s TwinPhone feature transmits the caller’s voice
into both your ears so you can understand every
word better.
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Perfectly positioned
for phone calls and music.

touchControl App

miniPocket

Further facts and figures.

Unlike hearing aids that sit behind the ear, Silk’s
microphones pick up sound from inside the ear
canal.

Remote
Signia tinnitus
controlsolutions

This enables you to make phone calls and listen
to music in the way you are used to naturally. You
can even use over-ear headphones. Wearing
Silk is so natural you will forget you are wearing
hearing aids.
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Silk is also available as the world’s smallest hearing aid
with the most natural sound for people with hearing loss
in only one ear.

Actual size in cm

Available faceplate colors:
Black

Mocha

More about
Silk.
myHearing App.
Your myHearing App

Further facts and figures.

Personal care, anywhere.

Signia tinnitus solutions
Tune out tinnitus with the unique built-in tinnitus
therapies from Signia. Ask your hearing care
professional which solution is best for you.

CROS Silk Nx
Silk is also available as the world’s smallest hearing aid
with the most natural sound for people with hearing loss
in only one ear.

Actual size in cm

Your hearing care professional

Your relaxed journey back to effortless hearing
is even easier with the myHearing App* for
your smartphone. It lets you familiarize yourself
with your new hearing aids in as little time
as possible. You can follow special listening
exercises, consult the user guide and connect to
your hearing care professional on the go.

Available faceplate colors:
Black

Mocha

* Compatible with Android and iOS. The apps are free of charge.

Find out more on myhearing.com or ask your hearing
care professional for more information on Silk hearing
aids, useful accessories and the myHearing App.
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